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Figure 1: Illustrations that represent five types of sharenting videos in our dataset. Elements of TikTok’s user interface and
embedded text/numbers are included only to demonstrate how sharenting videos appear on TikTok. Art by Akira Ohiso.

ABSTRACT
Since the inception of social media, parents have been sharing infor-
mation about their children online. Unfortunately, this “sharenting”
can expose children to several online and offline risks. Although re-
searchers have studied sharenting onmultiple platforms, sharenting
on short-form video platforms like TikTok—where posts can con-
tain detailed information, spread quickly, and spark considerable
engagement—is understudied. Thus, we provide a targeted explo-
ration of sharenting on TikTok. We analyzed 328 TikTok videos
that demonstrate sharenting and 438 videos where TikTok creators
discuss sharenting norms. Our results indicate that sharenting on
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TikTok indeed creates several risks for children, not only within
individual posts but also in broader patterns of sharenting that arise
when parents repeatedly use children to generate viral content. At
the same time, creators voiced sharenting concerns and boundaries
that reflect what has been observed on other platforms, indicating
the presence of cross-platform norms. Promisingly, we observed
that TikTok users are engaging in thoughtful conversations around
sharenting and beginning to shift norms toward safer sharenting.
We offer concrete suggestions for designers and platforms based
on our findings.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Human-centered computing→ Social media; • Social and
professional topics → Children; • Security and privacy →
Social aspects of security and privacy.
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1 INTRODUCTION
A vast majority (82%) of parents who use social media have posted
text, photos, or videos about their children online [6]. This phe-
nomenon is known as sharenting (a combination of “sharing” and
“parenting”). Although sharenting is not a new phenomenon—for
example, the first “mommy blogs” emerged two decades ago [33]—
social media has given parents a new space to share memories,
proud moments, funny anecdotes, and other snippets of their chil-
dren’s lives. By sharing about their children, parents express love,
share memories with family and friends [16, 52, 67], and form com-
munity [8, 13, 27, 95], among other advantages.

Despite its benefits, sharenting is controversial because it presents
several risks to childrenwho are the subject of sharenting. Revealing
a child’s name, location, or other personal information could prove
dangerous offline if strangers (or acquaintances) use that informa-
tion to gain the child’s trust [4, 13, 65]. Online, photos that parents
share can be appropriated for illicit use [48], children’s information
can be leveraged by adversaries like identity thieves [4, 19, 65],
and content may embarrass children or lead to bullying [4, 43, 92].
Some critics also believe that young children are unlikely to under-
stand the implications of sharenting and thus cannot consent to the
creation of this digital footprint [8, 52, 92]. Therefore sharenting,
despite its benefits, also comes with privacy and security risks.

Given its controversial nature, prior work has investigated shar-
enting on Facebook [7, 16, 52, 59, 65], Instagram [14, 57, 65], and
social media broadly [2, 4, 8, 13, 27, 65, 67, 68, 75, 96] (§ 2.1). How-
ever, the latest variety of sharenting—sharenting on short-form
video platforms, and specifically on TikTok—also deserves atten-
tion. Parents are using TikTok to share short videos about talented
children [97], create family-centered content [53, 79], and illustrate
the realities of parenting children with disabilities [55], to name
a few examples. Sharenting in this new context merits attention
for three reasons. First, most TikTok posts are videos, which con-
tain rich and detailed information. Second, TikTok is designed to
broadcast content to the largest possible audience [24, 26, 31]. This
wider reach increases the potential for privacy violations, especially
when creators suddenly go viral [86] and are then incentivized to
post similar content going forward [34]. Finally, TikTok’s short,
relatively unpolished videos are easy and fast to create [30]. Be-
cause of these affordances, parents on TikTok can disseminate
detailed information about their children quickly to a large audi-
ence. This may explain why some parents on TikTok are choosing
to sharent in more privacy-conscious ways or to stop sharenting
altogether [46, 47, 54, 56, 61].

In this study, we performed a targeted exploration of sharenting
on TikTok. As a widely popular platform containing multi-modal,
interconnected content, TikTok is a rich source of qualitative data;
by studying TikTok, we can understand more organically than is
possible in interviews the ways in which people sharent and how

they discuss sharenting on the platform [98]. We sought to answer
the following research questions:
RQ1: Characterizing Sharenting on TikTok (§4): In what ways

do creators share content about their children on TikTok? For
example, what information do they share, and in what context?
By studying this behavior, we can understand sharenting norms
on TikTok and how they might differ from sharenting norms on
other platforms.

RQ2: CharacterizingDiscourseAround Sharenting (§5):What
is the discourse about sharenting on TikTok? Examining creators’
discussions about sharenting will help us understand the current
concerns and practices around sharenting, and compare these
findings with prior work.
To characterize sharenting on TikTok (RQ1), we used TikTok’s

manual search functionality to collect 328 examples of sharenting
on TikTok and examined them across several characteristics. These
TikTok videos (represented in Fig. 1) showed children across a range
of ages and shared information about them, including personally
identifiable information (PII) and information about sensitive topics
such as menstruation. Surprisingly, 97% of the videos in our dataset
did not mention whether the children consented1 to the post—and
although five videos claimed the child gave consent, another five
videos showed a child actively objecting to being filmed. Although
our sample does not necessarily represent the entire sharenting
space on TikTok, this analysis gave us a lens into the nature of
sharenting on the platform.

Next, we took a step back to analyze the discourse about sharent-
ing among TikTok creators (RQ2). We collected 438 TikTok videos
that discuss sharenting and analyzed them with inductive methods.
We found that the conversation around sharenting on TikTok is
interconnected and generally anti-sharenting, which may be influ-
enced by a self-selection bias among creators who are critical of
sharenting. These videos raised several concerns about the poten-
tial consequences of sharenting (e.g., that predators and others may
misuse the content) as well as the potential to violate children’s
right to privacy, autonomy, and informed consent. In all, although
some of these creators’ concerns about sharenting were consistent
with prior work, we uncovered specific concerns about TikTok-
style sharenting that require scrutiny. Promisingly, we observed
that TikTok also fosters critical conversations in which creators are
setting new, more privacy-preserving norms.

2 BACKGROUND & RELATEDWORK
Our work contributes to broader research on sharenting as well as
a growing body of work studying TikTok.

2.1 Sharenting
Sharenting is the practice of posting about one’s child on social
media platforms. The precise definition of sharenting varies, but
in this paper we define sharenting as any instance where a parent
or other caregiver shares visual or written information about their
child (aged 0-17) online.

1In human subjects research, children under 18 years old give assent to participate in
the research and their parents give informed consent on their behalf [73]. We use the
term “consent” here because, as we will discuss in § 5 and § 6.2, there is little consensus
on when children can give informed consent for sharenting.
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Sharenting is commonplace among parents. In 2012, an estimated
75% of parents had sharented on Facebook [7]; later, in 2020, a
survey of 3,640 parents indicated 82% of parents had sharented [6].
As a result, sharenting has been studied through surveys [4, 7, 13,
16, 59, 65, 67, 68, 96], interviews/focus groups [2, 8, 14, 16, 27, 52,
75, 95], analyses of sharenting posts [14, 27, 57, 59, 65, 90], and legal
analyses [22, 32, 92]. Some works focused on specific platforms,
including Facebook [7, 16, 52, 59, 65], Instagram [14, 57, 65], Twitter
(now called X) [27], and VK (a Russian equivalent of Facebook) [90];
others studied sharenting without focusing on a specific platform [2,
4, 8, 13, 27, 65, 67, 68, 75, 96]. We summarize these works in the rest
of this subsection.
Benefits and risks. Sharenting can benefit both parents and
children. Parents sharent to find community, support, and advice
through peers [8, 13, 16, 27, 52, 67, 92, 95], often by presenting au-
thentic narratives that challenge mainstream portrayals of parent-
hood [44]. Sharenting can also help parents archive memories [52],
display their identity as a parent [14, 52], and discuss controver-
sial topics [16]—and because they believe others love seeing their
posts [16]. More broadly, sharenting helps parents advocate for
child-related causes [92], raise awareness and create community
for marginalized groups (e.g., children with disabilities and their
parents) [92], challenge gender roles in parenting [14], or raise
money in a crisis [92]. However, some have argued that today’s
sharenting is less about community or advocacy and more about
acquiring views and monetizing social media content [33, 44]. Fi-
nally, anecdotal evidence indicates that sharenting might alert a
community to problematic or abusive parenting [21].

Despite its benefits, sharenting increases the risk that children
will encounter online and offline threats. For instance, sharenting
often reveals children’s names, faces, and birthdates, and can yield
even more information when combined with public records [65].
This information could be misused by dangerous actors within the
child’s social circle [25, 28, 43, 58, 65, 92], identity thieves [4, 19],
private companies and data brokers [4, 43, 65, 92], or even gov-
ernments and “surveillant authorities” [65, pg. 776]. Parents also
sometimes share embarrassing content that could lead to bullying
by children or adults [4, 13, 28, 43, 52, 92], and sharented images
may be misused by predators or others [4, 13, 16, 43, 52, 65, 92].
Unfortunately, parents are not always aware of these risks [75, 92].
In extreme cases, parents’ drive to create viral sharenting content
can itself create an unsafe environment for their children [63]. Be-
sides explicit threats, some believe that sharenting is problematic
in principle. One issue is that young children cannot give informed
consent to the sharing because they do not understand its implica-
tions [52]. Thus, by sharenting, parents create a semi-permanent
digital footprint for their child without their child’s consent [16, 52].
In spite of these risks, recent work found that parents’ social me-
dia usage is strongly correlated with sharenting frequency, which
suggests that some parents still see sharenting posts as no different
from any other social media post [4].
Parents’ and children’s boundaries. Given these concerns, par-
ents believe some types of sharenting are acceptable, while oth-
ers are not. Generally, parents feel okay sharing positive portray-
als [2, 27, 52, 68], milestones [2, 27], things done as a family [27],
and cute, proud, or funny moments [2, 52]. In contrast, content

that provides private information (name, face, birthday, location,
etc.) [13, 27, 65, 68], content that could be sexualized [27, 52, 65],
negative or embarrassing content [13, 27, 52, 68], and divisive con-
tent [27] are considered inappropriate. Despite holding these bound-
aries, in one study, many parents admitted to sharing embarrassing,
inappropriate, or location-revealing content [13].

Although Moser et al. found that children believe the frequency
of their parents’ sharenting is “about right” [68, p. 5223], most
research suggests that children disapprove of sharenting [39, 75, 96]
and sometimes find it “embarrassing and useless” [96, p. 1]. Children
prefer positive, infrequent, and non-intimate sharenting, and they
prefer when parents ask for their consent to post [68, 75]. They are
more concerned about photos than other types of posts [68].
Laws and regulations. In the U.S., children who are the sub-
ject of sharenting have sparse legal protections. The most relevant
laws are Illinois Senate Bill 1782 [88] and Washington House Bill
1627 [81, 93] (currently in committee), which guarantee compensa-
tion for children of for-profit family vlogs (video blogs). These laws
protect children’s property rights but not their rights to autonomy
and privacy. Aside from these protections, parents typically have ex-
clusive control over the disclosure of their child’s information and
it is assumed that they will do what is best for their child [92]. The
Children’s Online Privacy Protection Act (COPPA) [17], for exam-
ple, allows parents to control the information collected about their
children (under 13) online. Outside of the U.S., the UN Convention
on the Rights of the Child [69]—which the U.S. has not ratified—
recognizes that children’s “autonomous nature can be recognized
at a young age” [92, pg. 864]. Further, the Right to Be Forgotten,
part of the EU’s General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) [29],
allows people to remove links about them from search results [91],
which could be adapted to apply to sharenting [92]. However, some
argue that the GDPR is insufficient because it, too, places parents
in control of children’s digital identities [22].

2.2 TikTok
This study centers sharenting on TikTok, a popular social media
platform [40] consisting mostly of short-form videos (“TikToks”).
TikTok is designed to show content that interests each user rather
than content from people they explicitly follow. The primary Tik-
Tok interface, the For You Page (FYP), gives users an infinite feed
of curated content based on their previous viewing activity. This
format allows content to spread quickly to new audiences and has
led to a culture of trying to go viral on the platform [38]. Because of
this dynamic, some argue TikTok is television, not social media [24].

On TikTok, creators can add to others’ videos and create video
replies to text comments. They can also interact with videos via
likes, comments, and saves (which bookmark the content so the
user can easily access it later). Within TikToks, creators can add
sounds and embed text, images, and videos from other sources.
These features make TikTok a rich source of qualitative data, and
accordingly, researchers have begun to study TikTok from a variety
of angles [1, 9, 23, 45, 62, 74, 76, 85, 89, 98, 100].

Anecdotal evidence suggests that TikTok is at once a repository
for sharenting videos [53, 55, 79, 97] and a space where creators
discuss and reason about sharenting [46, 47, 54, 56, 61]. Despite
this, prior research focused primarily on Facebook or Instagram,
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or on sharenting behaviors across many platforms. In a recent sur-
vey study focused on predictors of sharenting behavior, 10% of
participants had sharented on TikTok [4]; however, the study did
not further explore sharenting on TikTok. We argue that sharent-
ing on TikTok deserves targeted attention due to the platform’s
aforementioned affordances and use cases.2

3 METHOD
To understand sharenting and sharenting discourse on TikTok, we
analyzed 328 videos that demonstrate sharenting and 438 videos
that contribute to the discourse around sharenting. We conducted
searches using TikTok’s existing functionality—i.e., no third-party
tools were used to identify or select videos.

3.1 Data Collection
To begin, the first and second authors spent a week exploring
sharenting-related content on TikTok. We used sharenting-related
search terms and tags, such as “sharenting” and “#momlife,” and
expanded these terms as we identified new relevant videos. We
also looked for videos that added onto relevant videos and explored
other posts from creators who posted relevant videos. This process
yielded 89 relevant videos: 42 examples of sharenting (hereafter
“sharenting videos”) and 47 videos that contribute to discourse
(hereafter “discourse videos”).

Based on this initial investigation, we selected three sharenting-
related search terms (“kids,” “family,” and “parenting”) and three
discourse-related search terms (“sharenting,” “not sharing my kids,”
and “kids are not content”). The discourse-related terms do favor
an anti-sharenting perspective, but this reflects our earlier obser-
vations. We manually searched for these six terms in June 2023,
collecting up to 300 videos for each. We noted each video’s URL;
creator; current number of likes, comments, and saves; and caption.
In total, we selected an initial set of 1,461 videos over two days.

Next, we organized the videos into three categories: sharenting
videos, discourse videos, and irrelevant videos. The inclusion re-
quirements for sharenting videos were (1) a child was present in
the video or the video shared specific information about a child,
such as a child’s name or a story about a child; and (2) the video
appeared to have been originally posted by the child’s parent or
another caregiver. For discourse videos, our inclusion requirements
were that the video discussed someone’s opinion on or experiences
with sharenting or the video was a news story or other reposted
content that was shared to add to the discourse. We excluded videos
that were not in English. We discussed and reached agreement on
the criteria for inclusion [60], then used the criteria to identify 308
unique sharenting videos and 409 unique discourse videos.

Many videos in our dataset used TikTok’s built-in stitch and
duet features: stitches show a clip from an existing video followed
by new content, while duets show an existing video side-by-side
with new content. Our dataset contained stitches or duets, so we
also collected the original videos used in those compilations. Some
videos were stitches of stitches or duets of duets, so we repeated
this process until no new relevant videos were linked in the dataset.

2Facebook, Instagram, and YouTube now offer features that replicate TikTok’s infinite
scroll of short videos; however, these features are not the platforms’ primary interface,
and prior work on sharenting does not study the use of these features.

Doing so added 20 more sharenting videos and 29 more discourse
videos, for a total of 328 sharenting videos and 438 discourse videos.
20 videos were both sharenting videos and discourse videos. A list
of URLs for all 746 videos is available to researchers upon request.

3.2 Characterizing Sharenting on TikTok
We began by characterizing our dataset of sharenting videos. Our
goal was to understand the contents of the dataset across many dif-
ferent characteristics; thus, we first definedwhich characteristics we
were interested in learning about based on our initial investigation
and our research questions. These characteristics (Table 1) included
the approximate ages of the children shown in the videos, the in-
formation shared about those children, and video type (e.g., stitch
or duet), among others. Within each characteristic, we used open
coding to generate codes organically from the data. For some char-
acteristics, the codes were inherently limited—e.g., there are only a
few possible video types—but others, like the information shared
about children, were much more open-ended. We also allowed for
miscellaneous codes to arise outside of the chosen characteristics.

To begin the coding process, the first and second authors inde-
pendently coded a sample of 100 sharenting videos, then met to
compare codes, augment our characteristics of interest, and define
an initial codebook. We used this to independently code a different
sample of 50 sharenting videos, then met to seek agreement before
proceeding [60]. Finally, we divided the full set of 328 videos be-
tween the two coders for analysis. In the interest of collaborative
qualitative data analysis (CQA) [82], we met regularly to address
uncertainty and make any necessary changes to the codebook. Our
final (abbreviated) codebook is shown in Table 1.

To code a single video, we watched it in its entirety and read
the caption. We also looked at the creator’s page and used their
username, bio, and recent videos to gain further context and add
codes about the creator. Because many videos featured more than
one child, we coded the maximum visibility of any children in the
video—e.g., if the video showed one child’s head from behind and
another child’s face, we would code that as “full face.” When coding
a reposted video, we searched for information about the original
creator when available; when coding a stitch, we ignored all content
from the stitched video and coded only the content that was added
by the current creator.

3.3 Analyzing Sharenting Discourse on TikTok
While our goal for the sharenting dataset was to summarize charac-
teristics of interest, our goal for the discourse dataset was to explore
the dataset from the ground up. Thus, for this stage of the work,
we did not define any characteristics of interest and instead gener-
ated all themes from the data. Specifically, we adapted Kuckartz’s
thematic qualitative text analysis methodology [51], using multi-
ple iterations of inductive coding to construct high-level thematic
categories. Compared to our analysis of sharenting videos, this
analysis required more rounds of coding with fewer videos per
round because the discourse videos were longer and more detailed.

To begin, the first and second authors separately watched a sam-
ple of 50 discourse videos and created individual codebooks for
the sample. We discussed our codes and defined an initial shared
codebook with main topical categories like “Cons of sharenting”
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and “Sharenting boundaries.” We then independently coded another
25 discourse videos using this initial codebook and met again to
discuss, updating and augmenting the codebook as needed. At this
stage, we refined the top-level categories and began to generate
subcategories, such as “online threats” and “offline threats” under-
neath “Cons of sharenting.” After a third round of coding with
another 25 videos, we reached agreement [60] on a detailed, multi-
layer codebook, and all 438 videos were divided between the two
coders. Once the coding process was complete, we finished with a
category-based analysis of the key thematic categories (§ 5.3–§ 5.6)
in which we compared subcategories within each thematic category
and assessed relationships between categories [51].

When coding, we used the same procedure as before, although
we treated stitches, duets, and other reposted content differently.
In the sharenting videos, we wanted to understand how parents
and other caregivers shared about their children, so we ignored
content from others. With the discourse videos, however, we were
exploring the conversation around sharenting, and stitches, duets,
and reposted content are all important parts of that conversation.
Thus, we coded all content in the video, regardless of its origin.

3.4 Ethical Considerations
Our IRB deemed the study not to be human subjects research. How-
ever, IRB exemption is not sufficient for research involving so-
cial media due to the potential ethical concerns of using “public”
posts [12, 101]. Although a post may technically be available to the
public, the person who posted it likely did not anticipate that it
would be taken out of context and compiled with similar content
in a research study [12, 71]. Thus, we took measures to protect the
anonymity of the creators in our study, avoiding naming specific
creators and showing artistic renderings of videos rather than pro-
viding screenshots. Similar to prior work, our goal is to understand
the broad trends in sharenting and conversations about sharenting
on TikTok—not to call out or study any specific creators [98].

3.5 Positionality Statement
Since the authors were the “data collection instrument” [10] in this
research, our positionality impacted our approach, analysis, and
results. In particular, all of the authors are computer security and
privacy researchers, and our interest in the topic stemmed from the
potential security and privacy concerns that arise from sharenting.
We generally believe that while some forms of sharenting can be
acceptable (e.g., private posting of respectful content), many forms
of sharenting are problematic (e.g., posting publicly or violating
explicit non-consent).

Two of the authors are parents who sharent minimally; one of us
shares non-controversial content to private social media platforms,
while the other shares only in private group chats and only if their
child consents. The other three authors, including the two coders,
are not parents. All of us have been the subject of sharenting in
some form, although two authors were only sharented as adults.
Two authors use TikTok outside of work, two authors used TikTok
only for this project, and the fifth only views videos sent to them
by someone else. The authors post infrequently on social media.

3.6 Limitations
First, we do not claim that our results represent what the average
user will come across on TikTok. Because users’ experiences on
TikTok are heavily influenced by their algorithm, the sharenting
content users seewill vary [45]. The first and second authors created
TikTok accounts used only for the study which returned identical
search results, but these search results and the content we collected
may differ from what users see on personalized accounts. Also, by
collecting English-language posts only, we missed some types of
sharenting and discourse from other cultures and contexts.

Further, although our search terms were designed based on an
initial exploration of the content, they may have biased our dataset
toward family and parenting content, and we may have overlooked
videos that do not contain related terms. Additionally, the discourse
search terms lean anti-sharenting, whichwas reflected in the dataset
(§ 5). We attempted to address this by searching for pro-sharenting
content but did not see common themes within the pro-sharenting
videos in our dataset that could be used to generate additional
search terms. Thus, our discourse dataset remained mostly anti-
sharenting. We hypothesize that this is due in part to self-selection
bias, where creators who feel strongly against sharenting may be
more likely to create content about it. However, we also believe
that pro-sharenting content is represented by the sharenting videos
themselves, while the discourse challenges this status quo (§ 6.1).

Finally, as mentioned, we could only approximate several char-
acteristics of the videos (e.g., age, creator’s relationship to the child,
and whether the video was scripted). In particular, we could not
know the gender of the children in most videos; even if the creator
used pronouns or gendered words, those may not have reflected
the child’s gender [87], especially if that child was transgender or
gender-nonconforming and not out to their parents. Thus, we only
report pronouns or gendered words used for children in the videos.

4 SHARENTING ON TIKTOK
We analyzed a varied subset of 328 sharenting videos on TikTok.
Below, we describe our dataset in detail across many dimensions,
including information about the children shared in these videos, the
type of content within the videos, and the creators posting these
videos. Table 1 summarizes our findings.
Descriptive statistics (Table 2). Videos were posted between
March 2020 and June 2023 and were 37 seconds long on average. In
total, the videos had approximately 415 million likes, 3 million com-
ments, and 29 million saves when they were collected. The videos
came from 306 creators; the most frequently occurring creator, a
viral video account, contributed 7 of the videos. More than 85% of
the videos (283) appear to only contain content by the creator who
posted them; we refer to these as “original videos.” Of the rest, 40
videos were reposts of other creators’ videos and five were stitches.

4.1 Types of Sharenting Videos
Our dataset contains a wide variety of content, from comedy to
trends to sharenting discourse. Fig. 1 provides artist renderings of
five types of sharenting videos we observed.

About half of the videos in our dataset were comedy videos.
Many of these videos were unscripted footage of children doing
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Video type # Children shared Approx. age of children Gendered terms used for children

standalone 283 (86%) 1 child 215 (66%) infant (<1) 44 (13%) she/her, words like “daughter” 133 (41%)
repost 40 (12%) 2 children 67 (20%) toddler (1-2) 123 (38%) he/him, words like “son” 102 (31%)
stitch 5 (2%) 3+ children 42 (13%) preschool (3-5) 119 (36%) they/them 1 (<1%)

unclear 4 (1%) school age (6-11) 81 (25%) not specified 139 (42%)
adolescent (12+) 41 (13%)
unclear/entire childhood 16 (5%)

Presence of children Information about children Content type Filming location

face shown 252 (77%) family information 86 (26%) comedy 159 (48%) home 237 (72%)
–fully shown 228 (70%) –family members 62 (19%) –kids being funny 103 (31%) –shared spaces 206 (63%)
–partially shown 25 (8%) –rules & routines 32 (10%) –comedy at kids’ expense 33 (10%) –private spaces 40 (12%)

body shown 283 (86%) PII 71 (22%) –parenting comedy 28 (9%) public place 64 (20%)
–fully shown 197 (60%) –name 48 (15%) parenting 107 (33%) car 25 (8%)
–partially shown 87 (27%) –medical information 25 (8%) –feel-good videos 43 (13%) school 7 (2%)
–partial nudity 10 (3%) –birthday 4 (1%) –advice & examples 37 (11%) hospital 6 (2%)

voice heard 89 (27%) misbehavior/tantrums 71 (22%) –struggles & support 22 (7%) studio 3 (1%)
face obscured 19 (6%) accomplishments 23 (7%) –vlogs 9 (3%) unclear 18 (5%)
none 22 (7%) sensitive topics 19 (6%) trends 48 (15%)

none 122 (37%) sharenting discourse 20 (6%)
other 13 (4%)

Children’s role in video Children’s role making video Scripted nature of video Video [re]posted by...

star 116 (35%) video is of child 275 (84%) unscripted 228 (70%) parent blogger 121 (37%)
co-star with adults 155 (47%) video is with child 57 (17%) trend 48 (15%) family account 43 (13%)
supporting character 55 (17%) skit/lip sync 36 (11%) viral video account 32 (10%)
background 10 (3%) talking head 21 (6%) –general 22 (7%)

–child-focused 10 (3%)
“child” account 11 (3%)
parenting educator 10 (3%)
nonspecific account 95 (29%)
other 19 (6%)

Children in distress Children’s consent Originally created by...

shown 33 (10%) child consents to video 5 (2%) parent 307 (94%)
discussed 3 (1%) child objects to video 5 (2%) grandparent 3 (1%)
not involved 292 (89%) consent not mentioned 318 (97%) other family member 18 (5%)

nanny/babysitter 2 (1%)

Table 1: Characteristics of Sharenting Videos – A summary of our dataset of 328 sharenting videos. For most categories, videos can be associated
with more than one sub-code. We stress that since our dataset is only one slice of sharenting content on TikTok, this does not necessarily summarize all
sharenting videos on TikTok.

Likes Comments Saves Length

Mean 1,264,837 9,508 87,082 0:00:37
Std. Dev. 2,016,177 24,630 197,895 0:00:44
Min 17 0 0 0:00:05
Max 17,300,000 321,200 2,000,000 0:05:49
Total 414,866,535 3,118,560 28,562,742 3:19:05

Table 2: Sharenting Dataset – Descriptive statistics about our dataset
of 328 sharenting videos. The values for likes, comments, and saves are
approximate since TikTok abbreviates these numbers within the app (e.g.,
as 1.5M or 98K). Length is given in hh:mm:ss.

humorous things, such as pranking a parent, play fighting, say-
ing silly things, or clutching a squirrel (Fig. 1a). However, a few
were comedic at the children’s expense—for example, by making
fun of children who are scared, upset, uninformed, getting pranked
(Fig. 1d), or suffering minor injuries. These videos were often re-
posted by viral video accounts, indicating that they can have a wide
reach on TikTok. In addition to comedy about children, a few videos
joked about parenting.

Parenting content was also common in the dataset. The most
common type of parenting video in our dataset was feel-good videos,
which usually show sweet or poignant familymoments and children
being cute. Another type was educational videos where creators
advise on how to parent a certain way or show real-life examples
of a specific style of parenting (Fig. 1c). A few videos talked about
struggles creators face as parents, and while a couple of these videos
were lighthearted (e.g., one parent’s video about how life changed
after they had kids) others showed more difficult moments, such as
parents’ struggles with fatigue, lack of support, financial trouble, or
extreme misbehavior. Finally, eight videos were vlogs (video blogs)
showing families in their daily life: doing daily routines, making
dinner, going shopping, etc.

Another 46 videos in our dataset followed TikTok trends and
challenges. Many of these videos took part in family-centered
trends like family introduction videos, where family members are
introduced to the audience while dancing or lip-syncing (Fig. 1b),
or family games, such as the “Who’s most likely to” trend. Others
took part in child-focused trends, such as where parents show their
children and who they’re named after. Finally, in a few videos,
creators participated in generic trends (e.g., dances) as a family.
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Finally, twenty sharenting videos in our dataset also contributed
to the discourse around sharenting, which we discuss in § 5.

4.2 Age and Gender of Sharented Children
A majority of the videos (66%) showed or discussed a single child,
while the rest included two or more, with up to 11 children in a
single video. The children’s ages ranged from infant to adolescent.
Toddlers and preschoolers were the most frequently occurring age
groups in the dataset, with each age group appearing in around 120
videos (37%); school-aged children were involved in over 80 videos
(25%), while infants and adolescents each appeared in around 40
videos (12%). Many of the videos did not refer to children with any
pronouns or gendered language, but 133 videos (41%) referenced
children using she/her pronouns and words like “daughter” and 102
videos (31%) used he/him pronouns and words like “son.” Only one
video in our dataset referred to a child with they/them pronouns.

4.3 Information Shared in the Videos
Given the risks of sharenting—from identity theft to the child’s
embarrassment—it is important to understand how much informa-
tion is typically conveyed about children in TikToks. Here, we de-
scribe the types of information sharing that occurred frequently in
our dataset, as well as notable outliers. Given that privacy is contex-
tual [71], this can help us understand the current norms on TikTok
and which types of sharenting may be seen as (in)appropriate.
Visible presence of children. Almost all of the videos in our
dataset showed a child’s face, body, or voice in some way (Fig. 2).
Even in videos that did not show any children, many captured
children’s voices—for example, videos in which parents interacted
with their children, but showed only their own faces in the video.
Thus, as with other forms of social media, it appears normal for
children of all ages to visibly or audibly appear in TikTok videos.

A few outliers not only showed children’s physical forms but
showed them in states of distress or undress. Thirty-three videos
(10%) showed a child crying, screaming, throwing a tantrum, or
otherwise in distress (Fig. 1e). In addition, 10 videos (3%) showed
infants or toddlers wearing swimsuits or dressed only in diapers.
Although seeing a young child in a diaper may not be concerning
depending on the context, some parents worry about the potential
for this type of footage to be misused by predators online (§ 5). In
our dataset, these were relatively uncommon, indicating that they
may indeed be considered less appropriate.
Information shared about children. In addition to the physical
presence of a child, most of the videos shared at least some informa-
tion about a child. Information about a child’s family—whether they
have siblings, names of family members, family rules and routines—
was shared in 86 videos (26%) and was especially common in trends
where the intent is to introduce family members. Many videos (22%)
also shared PII, including children’s names, birthdays, or medical in-
formation such as injuries, ailments, and disabilities. Others shared
a child’s misbehavior (22%), often because it was considered funny,
and 6% of videos revealed information about sensitive topics like
menstruation, bathroom habits, crushes, and past experiences of
abuse. Additionally, while some videos took place in more public
spaces, a majority of the videos (72%) appear to have been filmed

182 12026

Physically 
shown

Information 
shared

Figure 2: Types of Sharenting Observed – The number of videos
in our sharenting dataset that share information about the child, show the
child physically, and share in both ways. In over half of the videos, a child
is physically shown and information is shared about them.

in a home, and 40% appear to have been filmed in private rooms
such as a bedroom or bathroom.
Privacy-preserving videos. Although not the norm in our dataset,
several videos took a more privacy-preserving approach. For in-
stance, 26 videos (8%) did not show children’s bodies or voices at
all (although they did share information about the children) while
120 videos (37%) showed children but did not reveal anything about
them. (In either case, however, children may still find the content
embarrassing.) Sometimes, privacy-preserving practices seemed
more deliberate; in a small number of videos (6%), creators obscured
their child’s image with physical objects (e.g., sunglasses) or digital
artifacts (e.g., emojis and text), or positioned the child’s face out of
view of the camera. Nonetheless, these videos did not necessarily
reflect the creators’ usual posting behavior; in many cases, more
information could be found in the creators’ other videos.
Outliers and controversial content. Contrastingwith the privacy-
preserving videos, we labeled 14 videos as potentially controversial
based on our intuitions and parents’ concerns from prior work
(§ 2.1). These videos contained child nudity or partial nudity (e.g.,
children in diapers), children swearing, parents swearing around
children, children lip-syncing to explicit songs, and content with
overt political messaging. We also flagged a video where a parent
(upon the request of a fan) asked a young child if they found a sixty-
year-old celebrity attractive, as well as a video where a mother
made her young child repeat an action multiple times to get the
perfect scene for a TikTok video.

Due to the subjectivity of the term “controversial,” we analyzed
the comments on these videos to understand what other users
thought. We did not observe many critical comments on the videos,
except for the videos of children swearing or lip-syncing to explicit
music; commenters had mixed reactions on whether the explicit
content was appropriate for the children. The most intriguing com-
ments appeared on the video where the child repeated an action
multiple times to get the perfect TikTok video. Commenters on
this video were not critical of the parent who posted, but of the
child; the commenters empathized that it is frustrating to create
content with children, and agreed that it was “irritating” that the
child couldn’t get the scene right the first time.
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4.4 Children’s Roles in the Videos
In most videos (82%), children played a starring role, although some
videos (47%) included children in supporting roles (e.g., in only part
of the video) or in the background (10%). (In several videos, multiple
children were involved, and the children played different roles in
the video.) On the other hand, children usually did not seem to be
active participants in creating the video. For example, in almost
all videos (84%), it appeared that the children were filmed while
engaging in normal activities, in contrast to videos like skits or
trends, where it was clear the child knew they were being filmed
and actively participated (17%).

For each video, we noted whether anyone in the video or the
video’s caption mentioned that the child consented to the shar-
enting post. Only five videos in the entire dataset (2%) stated that
the children gave consent. Although there is debate about whether
these children were able to give informed consent (§ 6.3), this shows
that a few parents were considering their children’s wishes when
posting. Unfortunately, in an equal number of videos, parents ac-
tively violated a child’s wishes by posting a video in which they are
dissenting. For example, in one video, the creator laughs at their
child while the child cries and begs the creator to stop recording.

4.5 Accounts that Post Sharenting Videos
This dataset only includes videos posted by caregivers—parents,
grandparents, other family members, and nannies of the children in
the videos. However, these caregivers posted a variety of accounts,
and some videos in our dataset were reposted by others on TikTok.

About half of the videos in the dataset (56%) came from accounts
focused on parenting or families. The most prevalent creator type
was parent bloggers (37%), whose content focuses primarily on their
life as a parent (or grandparent, for three videos). In these accounts,
the parent is the main character but children do appear in videos. A
few videos (3%) also came from parenting educators who use their
platform to teach others about specific parenting methods. On the
other hand, a small number of videos came from family accounts
(13%) and child accounts (3%), where children play more of a central
role. Family accounts treat the whole family as main characters and
feature content from all members. Child accounts, on the other hand,
exclusively feature content about a young child. These accounts
often pretend the child runs the account and typically post funny
or feel-good videos of the child.

The other half of the videos were posted by accounts not specifi-
cally related to families. These include health and fitness accounts,
comedy influencers, product sellers, and many accounts without a
clear theme. Viral video accounts were particularly prevalent, ac-
counting for 10% of videos.We saw two types of viral video accounts
in our dataset: those reposting all types of viral videos and those
that specifically repost viral videos of children. Videos from these
accounts were usually comedy videos and they received more likes,
comments, and saves on average compared to the entire dataset.

5 SHARENTING DISCOURSE ON TIKTOK
Now, we turn our attention to another side of sharenting: discus-
sions amongst TikTok creators about the appropriateness of shar-
enting. Analyzing these discussions deepens our understanding

Likes Comments Saves Length

Mean 41,204 592 1,685 0:00:55
Std. Dev. 175,967 2,377 9,122 0:00:50
Min 14 0 0 0:00:04
Max 2,100,000 25,300 140,400 0:04:58
Total 18,047,230 259,355 737,954 6:39:01

Table 3: Discourse Dataset – Descriptive statistics about our dataset
of 438 discourse videos. The values for likes, comments, and saves are
approximate since TikTok abbreviates these numbers within the app (e.g.,
as 1.5M or 98K). Length is given in hh:mm:ss.

Term a few some about half most almost all
# Videos 1–75 76–175 176–275 276–375 376–437

Table 4: Terminology Used for Discourse Themes – We use
these terms to indicate the frequency of different themes in § 5: our analysis
of TikTok discourse around sharenting.

of creators’ concerns and community norms for sharenting in the
context of this popular platform.

5.1 Overview of Discourse Dataset
We identified 438 videos contributing to the discourse about shar-
enting on TikTok. These videos were posted between September
2019 and June 2023. The videos lasted 55 seconds on average and
had a total of around 18 million likes, 259 thousand comments, and
738 thousand saves at the time they were collected (Table 3).

The videos in the discourse dataset came from 255 unique cre-
ators. Unlike the sharenting dataset, some creators contributed a
large number of discourse videos to this dataset—for example, the
top three creators contributed 96, 38, and 19 videos, respectively.
This is a limitation of our dataset and thus we focused less on quan-
titative measures in this section, instead using the terminology in
Table 4 to refer to different frequencies of codes. However, these
prolific creators also provided more nuanced views on sharenting
and brought in other creators’ perspectives via stitches, duets, and
comment replies—all of which helped us reach theoretical suffi-
ciency [11, 20]. We also emphasize that the “overrepresentation” of
these creators may accurately reflect the way discourse happens on
TikTok, where influencers often spearhead movements or trends
(see, e.g., [49]). Indeed, the most prolific of these creators portrays
themself as an anti-sharenting influencer.
Video formats. While the sharenting dataset contained mostly
original videos, our discourse dataset contained a wider variety of
interconnected content. About half of the discourse videos inter-
acted with other content using built-in methods (stitches, duets
(Fig. 3a), and replies to comments) or by informally embedding
other content in the video itself. Often, creators interacted with
other sharenting discourse to augment another creator’s argument
or simply spread it to a larger audience. However, creators also
interacted with sharenting content, usually to criticize it and use it
as an example of what not to do. In both cases, these interactions
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(a) Standard duets (b) Embedded content with
child obscured

(c) Embedded content with
child shown

(d) Layered, many-times-
reposted content

Figure 3: Art Representing Discourse Videos – Illustrations that represent four types of discourse videos in our dataset. Elements of TikTok’s user
interface and embedded text/numbers are included only to demonstrate how sharenting videos appear on TikTok. Art by Akira Ohiso.

supported the creator’s arguments for or against sharenting. Fig. 3
shows artistic renderings of some of the interconnected videos we
observed, while Table 8 in the Appendix details the types of content
embedded within stitches, duets, and original videos in the dataset.

Children appeared often in the stitched/dueted/embedded con-
tent, and sometimes creators chose to blur or cover the child when
using that content (Fig. 3b). However, an equal number of creators
in our dataset simply included the original content as-is (Fig. 3c).
We found it surprising that these creators shared images of children
given that they were often discussing their opposition to sharenting
or to the specific sharenting content they were interacting with.

5.2 Categories of Discourse Videos
Almost all the videos—all but 20—were against sharenting in
some way. About half of the videos generally addressed sharenting
and its potential harms, including some which fun of sharenting,
provided tips and advice to parents for safer sharenting, and dis-
cussed the creator’s own (negative) experiences being sharented.
We also observed videos where creators reacted to specific sharent-
ing content—usually by criticizing someone’s sharenting practices,
but occasionally by promoting examples of sharenting the creator
found acceptable. Finally, in some videos, creators discussed their
own sharenting choices and the rationale behind those choices.

While anti-sharenting videos were dominant (unsurprisingly,
due to our search terms), there were a few videos that speak posi-
tively about sharenting. These creators discussed the potential
benefits of sharenting, discuss why they choose to sharent, joked
about people who don’t share or who ask them not to share, and
encouraged others to sharent. In three videos (which are also shar-
enting videos), creators defiantly showed their children in response
to people who advised them not to sharent.

5.3 Concerns About Sharenting
Since a majority of the discourse videos were definitively anti-
sharenting, the creators of these videos raised many concerns with
sharenting. Their concerns fell into two main groups: concerns
about the online and offline consequences of sharenting, and con-
cerns about sharenting on principle. We list the concerns in Table 5.
Online consequences. About half of the discourse videos men-
tioned potential online consequences of sharenting. The most com-
mon concern in the dataset was sexual predators. Some used the
number of interactions on sharenting videos, especially saves, as
evidence that the videos are being misused by predators. The cre-
ators worried that predators or others may misuse child-centered
content by saving it, putting it on other sites (including websites
related to child sexual abuse), or creating deepfake photos or audio.

Beyond predatory behavior, creators pointed out that sharented
children may be harassed by the audience, especially if they belong
to a marginalized group (e.g., if the child is trans). Alternatively,
viewers can develop parasocial relationships with children in these
videos, where viewers are incredibly invested in the child’s life and
believe they have a personal relationship with the child; creators
found this troubling. Finally, creators were concerned that sharent-
ing can create a digital footprint for the child—a semi-permanent
record of their life that will persist as they grow up.
Offline consequences. In addition to online consequences, cre-
ators discussed ways that sharenting could impact a child’s life
offline. The most common offline concern was mental health im-
pacts, from embarrassment to lifelong trauma. Along these lines,
creators were also worried that sharenting could impact a child’s
relationships—e.g., if their parent is more concerned with posting
viral content than spending time with their child. Children may also
be bullied by their peers or adults, further impacting their mental
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Online consequences Offline consequences

Predators & “the internet is not safe” Mental health impacts
Misuse of photos Safety risks
Long-term impacts/digital footprint Impact on relationships
Large amounts of interaction Bullying
Harassment Exposure to the evil eye
Parasocial relationships Identity theft
Fetishization of biracial children Financial impacts
Corporations own content Attachment to social media

Principles Miscellaneous

It’s exploitative Lack of legal restrictions
Children have a right to privacy Parent does not want to post
Kids are not content Legal restrictions
Children can’t give informed consent Consideration for followers
Children have a right to autonomy Videos of children get taken down
Parents must protect their children
Children deserve respect

Table 5: Concerns About Sharenting – Concerns mentioned in the
discourse dataset, ordered with the most common concerns at the top of
each category.

health. And a small group of creators chose not to sharent out of
concern for the evil eye: a curse that can bring “a beam of bad juju
or bad luck,” especially to babies and children [83].

In addition to mental health risks, creators brought up safety and
financial risks that could arise from sharenting. Due to sharenting,
creators argued, a stranger could learn information about a child
that reveals their location or allows the stranger to gain the child’s
trust. For example, if parents share about a child’s broken arm, a
stranger with this knowledge could pretend to be a doctor on the
case and ask the child to come with them. Finally, a few creators
worried that sharenting could lead to theft of the child’s identity,
impacting their finances as well as other aspects of their life.
Principles: children’s autonomy, privacy, and consent. Cre-
ators were concerned about sharenting not only because of its
consequences, but also on principle. In our dataset, a large cohort
of creators contributed to the “kids are not content” movement—
the idea that sharenting (in some forms) is exploitative and uses
children’s lives as a means to get views and make money. Typi-
cally, the concerns were about more extreme forms of sharenting,
where parents share very frequently, share more intimate informa-
tion, and make their child a primary focus of their content, often
with the goal of monetizing their content. Some creators posited
that adopted and foster children are particularly vulnerable to this
type of exploitation—see, e.g., the case of the Fantastic Adventures
YouTube channel, where a mother was accused of abusing several
foster children who starred in the channel [63].

Although this extreme sharenting was a major concern, some
creators opposed any form of sharenting, including less invasive
forms. Over 100 videos in our dataset mentioned that children have
rights to privacy or autonomy, arguing that sharenting in many
cases violates those rights. Related to this, nearly 100 videos dis-
cussed how sharenting should not occur unless the child consents.
Specifically, many of these videos argued that many children are

not capable of giving informed consent because they do not un-
derstand the potential long-term repercussions of being shared on
a public platform. These creators believed that sharenting should
not happen at all until the child is able to provide informed con-
sent (although creators did not specify when informed consent is
possible). More generally, a few creators stated that children are
a vulnerable group that deserves respect and deserves to enjoy
childhood without thinking about their presence on social media.
Other concerns. Beyond concerns about consequences and prin-
ciples, the videos mentioned a smattering of other reasons not to
sharent. A few videos brought up that sharenting is largely unreg-
ulated and until protections are in place for children it should be
limited. On the other hand, a few creators noted that sharenting is
often prohibited by adoption and foster care policies. Videos also
referenced potential interpersonal issues with sharenting, including
a risk of irritating followers or triggering people who struggle with
conception. Finally, some parents stated that they would simply
rather keep their children to themselves.

5.4 Pro-Sharenting Arguments
Not all of the videos were against sharenting. In a few videos, cre-
ators mentioned benefits of sharenting which echoed findings
from prior work (§ 2.1); e.g., that sharenting creates community and
raises awareness for causes. A few videos gave counterarguments
in response to the aforementioned concerns about sharenting. Some
of the counterarguments focused on predators—for example, cre-
ators reason that we should blame the predators misusing content,
not parents who post that content. To those who say sharenting is
exploitative, a few creators argued that actual child abuse should
be addressed instead, and that parents have a right to share. In
response to concerns about consent, creators argued that parents
can give consent for their children in other contexts, and that in
many cases, children do understand the implications and affirma-
tively consent. Finally, some dismissed concerns about sharenting
because they compare it to children acting in movies or TV and
claim that the content can always be deleted later.

5.5 Sharenting Norms and Opinions
Almost all discourse videos in the dataset offered an opinion on
which types of sharenting are acceptable or unacceptable. These
opinions were either shared as personal boundaries—e.g., a cre-
ator describing how they will share their child differently in the
future—or as stances on how sharenting should be done in general.
Sometimes, creators also mentioned specific sharenting trends, ac-
count types (e.g., child accounts), and even specific creators which
go against these norms. Table 6 and Table 7 visualize these “norms
of appropriateness” [72] and the number of unique videos and
creators who mentioned each norm.
Information-specific norms. Some norms are centered around
specific information (physical and non-physical) that should (not)
be shared. For instance, several creators gave opinions about how
children should physically appear in videos. The most common
opinions about physical sharing were that children should not
be shown when partially nude, distressed, or experiencing abuse.
Children’s faces were another common concern; several creators
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Category Inappropriate behaviors # Videos # Creators

Overall

using kids as content 114 57
sharenting in general (vague) 111 88
using kids for financial gain 51 17
sharing without child’s consent 39 29
sharing without parent’s consent 29 28
sharenting in any form 5 5

Physical

sharing partial nudity 39 30
sharing a child’s face 35 27
sharing child in distress 24 21
sharing kids eating 4 4
putting filters on the child’s face 1 1
doing skincare on child 1 1
sharing videos of child abuse 1 1

Information

sharing about sensitive topics 67 33
sharing name 26 17
sharing location 18 13
sharing medical information 18 9
sharing negative things 14 9
sharing trauma 14 5
sharing “identifying information” 13 12
sharing “personal information” 12 7
sharing first day of school 8 8
sharing birthday 8 5
sharing routines 5 2
sharing report card 2 2
sharing birth announcement 2 2
sharing vacations 2 2
sharing about activities 1 1
sharing body measurements 1 1
sharing time of birth 1 1
sharing child’s username 1 1

Format

posting images 16 13
posting on public accounts 13 13
posting on TikTok 4 4
posting with hashtags 2 2
posting on YouTube 2 2

Specific
examples

family vloggers 90 23
“child” accounts 41 11
child punishment & shaming 14 12
trends involving children 7 7
educational parenting videos 6 5
flirty content 5 3
child POV videos 4 4
adult-like photoshoots 4 4
manipulating & coaching children 3 3
selling photos of children 3 3
using children in scam posts 1 1

Total 438 255

Table 6: Inappropriate Sharenting Behaviors – Sharenting be-
haviors that creators perceive as inappropriate and the number of unique
videos/creators that expressed each of these opinions. Darker cells indicate
where the frequencies are highest.

believed that a child’s face should not appear online and, in fact, a
few videos mentioned that sharenting is acceptable as long as the
child’s face is not shown.

Creators also gave opinions about the types of information that
should or should not be shared about children online, the most

Category Appropriate behaviors # Videos # Creators

Overall

sharing infrequently 10 10
sharenting in general (vague) 7 7
sharing anything about your child 2 2
sharing fun/positive posts 2 2
sharing pranks 1 1
sharing trends 1 1
sharing parenting content 1 1

Physical sharing without child’s face 13 13
sharing voice 3 3

Information

sharing name 7 5
sharing things about parents’ lives 3 3
sharing clothes 1 1
sharing routines 1 1
sharing parenting style 1 1
sharing birthday 1 1
sharing non-private information 1 1
telling a story (instead of showing) 1 1

Format

posting on private accounts 9 9
posting on Instagram 3 3
sharing direct to family 3 3
posting on Facebook 1 1

Total 438 255

Table 7: Appropriate Sharenting Behaviors – Sharenting be-
haviors that creators perceive as appropriate and the number of unique
videos/creators that expressed each of these opinions. Darker cells indicate
where the frequencies are highest.

common being that sensitive topics like menstruation, toilet-related
content, body measurements, trauma, and anything likely to em-
barrass a child should be avoided. Along these lines, a few videos
mentioned that “personal information” should not be shared. The
sentiment of the content also matters: a few agreed that negative
information should not be shared, while others noted that positive
or fun things can be shared. Finally, creators were wary of sharing
identifying information. This includes PII like a child’s name, birth
date, or birth time (potentially shared via a birth announcement);
medical information; information that could reveal location, includ-
ing first day of school photos, report cards, routines & activities,
and vacations; and usernames for digital platforms. Broadly, a few
videos warned parents not to share “identifying information,” al-
though they did not specify which details they would consider to
be identifying.

In a few cases, creators specified which information is acceptable
to share. One type of acceptable information relates to parents’ lives,
not children’s. For example, some creators believe it is okay to
share parenting content, clothes, and room decorations. Some also
believe that it is okay to share videos that do not impact the child’s
privacy, which includes things like trends, pranks, and parents
telling stories about their children without showing the event as it
occurred. Interestingly, in direct opposition to the opinions stated
in other videos, some creators believe it is okay to share a child’s
name, birthday, and routines.
Norms around how sharenting occurs. On a different note, how
sharenting occurs impacts whether creators believe it is acceptable.
Publicness was mentioned in a few videos; a handful of videos
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urged parents not to post on public accounts (especially with a
large audience), while others conceded that posting privately is
okay. The platform also matters, as a few creators believe that
posting on TikTok or YouTube is not okay but posting on Instagram
or Facebook or sharing directly with family is acceptable. Finally,
creators cautioned parents not to share images (usually in relation
to concerns that predators will view those images), and two videos
warned parents that using hashtags on private sharenting posts
may make those posts available to a wider audience.

5.6 Setting Personal Sharenting Boundaries
Often, creators of these videos described their personal sharenting
boundaries. These creators provided further details about how they
made sharenting decisions and the challenges they faced.
The boundary-setting process. Creators discussed how they set
boundaries around sharenting. For instance, a common theme was
that creators changed their mind about sharenting at some point.
Often, these creators were persuaded by TikTok discourse or were
influenced by eye-opening events such as learning that their child
had been digitally kidnapped—a phenomenon where strangers steal
photos of children online and pretend to be the children or their
parents. In contrast, some creators made their sharenting decisions
before their first child was even born.

Making decisions about sharenting can be challenging, according
to a few videos. Some challenges are personal—for influencers with
kids, for example, it is difficult to avoid content with children in
it because their children are a big part of their life. There are also
interpersonal challenges. For instance, 10 videos mentioned that
setting boundaries can create tensions with family and friends,
especially when they do not understand the reasons why a parent
has chosen not to share. Finally, the audience can make things
difficult; audience members can become frustrated because creators
do not share their children, and when the size of the audience
changes, it can be difficult to adjust habits accordingly.
When boundaries break down. These opinions regarding shar-
enting aren’t necessarily set in stone. In our dataset, we identi-
fied several examples where creators made one or more videos
adamantly expressing their anti-sharenting views and boundaries,
then later abruptly changed their stance. Upon deeper investiga-
tion, we identified at least seven creators in our dataset who were
adamant in their anti-sharenting opinions and later published Tik-
Tok videos breaking the same boundaries they put forth for them-
selves. In each identified case, the parent never overtly expressed
their reasons for changing their behavior.

6 DISCUSSION
We aimed to understand sharenting norms on TikTok by examining
the ways sharenting occurs on TikTok and the ways creators discuss
sharenting. Our analysis of 746 TikTok videos provides new insight
into the sharenting ecosystem on TikTok (§ 6.1), how sharenting
issues on TikTok echo broader debates about sharenting (§ 6.2–
§ 6.3), and implications for research, design, and policy (§ 6.4–§ 6.5).

6.1 Characterizing Sharenting on TikTok
We provided a detailed understanding of sharenting behaviors and
discourse on TikTok. Here, we highlight three key characteristics
of the sharenting ecosystem on TikTok.
Risky individual posts. Our results exemplify how TikTok’s
affordancesmay lead to risky sharenting posts. First, TikTok enables
sharenting content to reach a wider audience. Benchmarks show
that TikTok content receives nearly 10 times higher engagement
on average than other platforms [26] and the videos in our dataset
received a high amount of engagement indeed, with an average of
1.3 million likes per video. Several videos were reposted by viral
video accounts, which garnered even more interactions. Further,
the number of videos in our dataset with broad appeal—particularly
those intended to be humorous or those that took part in trending
challenges (§ 4.1)—indicates that some parents may be posting with
the intention of reaching wide audiences. This type of behavior
modification has been observed on Twitter, where people who
experience a viral event subsequently craft their content to be
similar to those in viral posts [34].

We also observed that some TikTok trends encourage information-
revealing posts. For example, we saw trends where creators in-
troduce their families with names and ages or show a video of
their infant child and the person they were named after. This en-
courages creators to reveal information that commonly appears
in security questions and (poorly designed) passwords. A similar
problem exists on Facebook, where “innocent” quizzes ask users to
share information about themselves such as their mother’s maiden
name [50]. Although prior work has shown that children’s names,
faces, and birthdays are often provided in sharenting posts on other
platforms [65], we provide evidence that this type of sharing is
actively encouraged by TikTok trends.
Exploitative patterns. Beyond individual posts, our work identi-
fies concerns about exploitative patterns of sharenting; namely, the
“kids are not content” movement. Prior work has focused on the
potential ramifications and benefits of casual posting—for example,
a mother who shares photos and stories about her child on Face-
book to keep relatives up to date. Accordingly, the motivations for
sharenting mentioned in prior work do not include gaining online
popularity or making money, unless the purpose is raising money in
a crisis [92] (§ 2.1). In contrast, TikTok creators are most concerned
about influencer-style sharenting and the risks that arise when par-
ents repeatedly use their children as tools for internet fame and
fortune. Their concern indicates the rise of a more extreme form of
sharenting than has been previously studied. We hypothesize that
TikTok’s affordances, and a culture of virality [38], exacerbate and
encourage this type of sharenting [34].
Discourse and norm-setting. Althoughwe found that sharenting
on TikTok can be risky, we also showed that TikTok enables criti-
cal conversations about sharenting that challenge the status quo.
Creators are confronting sharenting directly, engaging with each
other’s views, and tightening their boundaries in response to these
discussions. This visible norm-setting is particularly interesting
given that norms are usually implicit in online communities [99]
and that people prefer to use invisible sanctions online [80]. We see
these explicit sanctions as evidence that creators are collaboratively
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shifting norms toward more privacy-preserving sharenting, on Tik-
Tok and beyond. Our method of analyzing TikTok posts enabled us
to closely observe this norm-setting process, which is not as visible
on platforms with slower-spreading discourse.

6.2 Echoing Cross-Platform Concerns
Additionally, our results from TikTok echo commonly-held con-
cerns and boundaries that were raised in prior work and in the
context of other platforms. For example, the creators in our dis-
course dataset shared concerns about predators [4, 43, 65, 92], safety
risks [65, 92], and consent [16, 52, 91]. There also seems to be some
consensus about what types of sharenting are unacceptable. As
in prior work, we observed general disapproval for content that
provides private or identifying information [13, 27, 65, 68], nudity
and content that could be sexualized [27, 52, 65], negative content
(including children in distress) [52, 68], and content that could be
embarrassing for the children currently or later [13, 27]. We can
consider these repeated norms as a lower bound of what types of
sharenting can be considered acceptable across platforms.

Our results also support Fox and Hoy’s observation that brands
sometimes encourage sharenting [27]. Fox and Hoy first observed
this phenomenon on Twitter, where they saw mothers sharenting
(sometimes with PII) in response to brand engagement. Likewise, a
few creators in our discourse dataset mentioned that brands seek
partnerships with parents on TikTok because they can sell chil-
dren’s products or simply because children generate views. In fact,
sites exist with the express purpose of connecting brands with
“momfluencers” [66]. Worryingly, we see hints that brands may
actively encourage norm-breaking sharenting. For example, in the
discourse dataset, one creator described how a brand asked her to
make a video of her child in the bath to market their bath products.

6.3 The Issue of Informed Consent
The aforementioned concerns are firmly situated in the online con-
text: concerns about what parents post, how that content may be
viewed and manipulated, and how brands interact with sharent-
ing content. However, our results indicate that some sharenting
concerns are situated outside the internet altogether. In particular,
children’s right to informed consent is a broad consideration that
has been raised both in our results and in prior work [16, 52, 91].

One concern is about when children can give informed consent.
Although many creators in the discourse dataset emphasized the
importance of informed consent, they did not offer concrete guide-
lines about when a child can give informed consent. Some creators
in our dataset talked about children not being “old enough” to con-
sent, indicating that age reflects a child’s ability to give informed
consent; on the other hand, some creators argued that we should
approach this question on a per-child basis. One creator, for ex-
ample, argued that a parent will know whether their child has the
maturity level and necessary background information to be able to
give informed consent—and that different children may reach this
stage at different ages.

Legally, the age at which children can consent in specific con-
texts such as medical matters [5] is clearly defined. However, in
the academic world, the question of children’s consent is far from
solved. Scholars in developmental psychology and health contexts

continue to study the ethics of children’s consent, particularly
whether and when children can give consent to participate in re-
search (e.g., [18, 37, 64]). A review article of empirical studies on
children’s ability to consent finds no singular criteria for consent
and instead illustrates relevant considerations such as children’s
cognitive development, parents’ beliefs about child autonomy, situa-
tional factors, and children’s experience with the particular decision
they are making [64]. Children’s consent in online settings is also
an active area of research, given that children are less likely to
understand the long-term implications of information being shared
online [70] and that younger children (under nine years old) cannot
“engage with the internet in a safe and beneficial manner” [41, p.4].
Our work demonstrates that TikTok creators are grappling with
these ambiguities in the discourse around sharenting (§ 5).

To make matters more complex, some argue that until children
can give informed consent, parents have the power to give consent
on behalf of their children. For example, parents already give con-
sent for their children in medical contexts, on school permission
slips, and for research studies [73]. This fundamental tension be-
tween parental rights and children’s autonomy and privacy has
been raised in prior work [8, 22, 32, 64, 92]. Thus, perhaps the root
of this debate is actually different views on parenting; namely, how
much responsibility and control parents feel they should have over
their children’s privacy, and when they believe that control passes
to their children. All told, the issue is more nuanced than simply
preventing any sharenting before informed consent is provided and
likely requires a sociological solution rather than a technical one.

6.4 Future Research Directions
This area is ripe with research opportunities. To learn more about
sharenting behaviors, interview studies could clarify parents’ per-
ceived norms around when children can give consent, illuminate
strategies for setting sharenting boundaries (and challenges faced
when doing so), and shed light on how brand engagement impacts
when and how people sharent. It would also be fascinating to ex-
plore how sharenting is correlated with other factors—for example,
how much parents value other people’s privacy [36]. Our results
provide foundational context for these conversations. For exam-
ple, we identified several patterns and challenges associated with
setting sharenting boundaries that could be used to structure an
interview study on the topic.

Researchers should also investigate the role of other stakehold-
ers. For example, an analysis of sponsored sharenting posts or posts
which interact with brands could clarify the role of brands. Quali-
tative work with creators who contribute to sharenting discourse
could illuminate what inspires people to speak out about sharenting,
especially when it deviates from their usual content. These other
perspectives matter because sharenting impacts more people online
than just parents and children—for instance, the creators who saw
sharenting content, reacted negatively to it, and felt compelled to
speak up against it.

Broadly, we encourage researchers to take advantage of TikTok
as a resource for rich qualitative data. In particular, our results
indicate that TikTok can be a resource for studying norm-setting
and frank interactions between creators that are difficult to access
in other contexts.
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6.5 Design and Policy Implications
Based on our results, we suggest design and policy interventions
that support the cross-platform sharenting norms identified in § 6.2.
For example, since common concerns include sharing (1) identi-
fying information [13, 27, 65, 68] and (2) images of children [68],
design interventions that obscure children’s faces in sharenting
content would support existing norms. Toward this goal, designers
can take inspiration from the privacy-preserving strategies we ob-
served from some creators (e.g., blurring or obscuring children’s
faces). For example, as a lower bound, platforms can provide an
easy-to-apply face-blurring filter that parents can use when shar-
enting, or more sophisticated transforms that maintain the viewers’
satisfaction or increase the amount of redaction with time [35, 78].
As an upper bound, platforms can even attempt to identify chil-
dren’s faces in content and blur their faces by default. The ability
to identify children’s faces could also be used to flag if parents post
many sharenting videos within a short time window, which could
trigger a message to the parent about community norms. TikTok
already uses (opaque) methods to scan videos and compare creators’
claimed age to the age they appear in their content [77], which
could be repurposed for these use cases. However, the benefits
of these techniques must be weighed against the privacy risks of
collecting biometric data [84].

More subtly, platforms could build in tools to scaffold conversa-
tions around children’s consent. We identified children’s consent as
a major concern of TikTok creators, but since there is little consen-
sus on an age of consent for sharenting, we recommend that TikTok
and other social media platforms encourage creators to consider
the consent of all parties who appear in their content. To do so,
TikTok could include an extra step before creators post, asking (1) if
the creator has obtained consent from everyone in the video and
(2) if they believe the children in the video understand the potential
repercussions of being shared. Visual indicators become less pow-
erful over time [42], and prior work has shown that such privacy
warnings can even backfire [3]; however, this type of intervention
still fosters discussion about children’s right to consent and signals
to creators that they should consider these new norms.

The aforementioned interventions apply when sharenting con-
tent is created, but platforms also have a role to play after sharenting
content is posted. For example, multiple creators in our dataset dis-
cussed how they manually detect and hide sharenting content from
their For You Page, which we see as a form of invisible sanction [80].
TikTok could support these users by flagging sharenting content
(e.g., by identifying sharenting-related tags and captions or using
age verification) and allowing users to hide all sharenting content
from their feed if they choose.

Finally, our results indicate a need for policy that aligns with
sharenting norms. The newest sharenting laws in the U.S. [81, 88]
take a good first step by mandating that a percentage of funds
generated from sharenting must go to the children who are being
shared. While these laws aim to mitigate harm after the fact, ad-
ditional policies should be put in place to prevent norm-breaking
sharenting. For instance, laws could restrict brand involvement in
sharenting or even prevent creators from monetizing sharenting
content at all. On the other hand, to combat risky individual posts,
laws could prevent parents from posting content where children

are in distress or actively dissenting to the content. Children should
also be able to request that their parents’ content be taken down
later if they find it violated their privacy—essentially, a stronger
version of California’s existing “Eraser Bill,” which requires social
media platforms to give minors the option to delete content they
previously posted [15]. In the meantime, this effort could begin
with TikTok reinterpreting (and, importantly, enforcing) its exist-
ing Community Guidelines, since they already prohibit any content
that exposes youth to exploitation [94].

7 CONCLUSIONS
When parents post about their children on social media, they expose
those children to online and offline risks. Prior work has studied
such sharenting on text- and image-based platforms. Still, little is
known about sharenting on short-form video platforms like TikTok,
which enable a wealth of information to be shared with a wider au-
dience. Thus, we performed an exploratory study of sharenting on
TikTok, analyzing 328 TikTok videos which demonstrate sharenting
and 438 TikTok videos which discuss sharenting.

Our findings shed new light on sharenting on TikTok and so-
cial media as a whole. First, we highlight how TikTok’s format
appears to present different risks to children, indicating that we
must be wary of the ways that new modalities could impact the
privacy of children. For instance, some TikTok trends encourage
parents to reveal information about children such as their name, age,
and members of their immediate family. However, we also found
substantial evidence of a concerning trend: repetitive patterns of
sharenting when parents share frequent, intimate posts about their
children with the goal of creating viral content. Promisingly, we
found that creators are confronting these issues through critical,
interconnected conversations.

Further, our results deepen the human-computer interaction com-
munity’s understanding of sharenting agnostic of any one social
media platform. We identified concerns (e.g., predators), boundaries
(e.g., embarrassing content), and influences (e.g., brand involve-
ment) that have been raised in prior work and appear to be cross-
platform issues. One cross-platform concern, children’s informed
consent, was particularly salient in our results—our findings reflect
a lack of consensus about when informed consent can be given and
indicate that some sharenting interventions will be societal, not
technical. Finally, we encourage further research that approaches
sharenting from multiple perspectives; design interventions that
align with changing norms, such as face-blurring filters that enable
parents to easily hide their children’s faces; and legislation that not
only addresses the consequences of repetitive sharenting but aims
to prevent it from happening.
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Stitches Duets Original All Types

Content
Type

Sharenting 10 (25%) 2 (8%) 47 (41%) 59 (33%)
Discourse 27 (68%) 23 (88%) 49 (43%) 99 (55%)
Other 5 (13%) 1 (4%) 17 (15%) 23 (13%)

Link to
Content

Link given 39 (98%) 25 (96%) 5 (4%) 69 (38%)
Creator given 3 (8%) 5 (19%) 52 (45%) 60 (33%)
Neither given 0 4 (15%) 56 (49%) 60 (33%)

Presence
of
Children

Shown 7 (18%) 6 (23%) 29 (25%) 41 (23%)
Obscured 5 (13%) 1 (4%) 33 (29%) 39 (22%)
Not present 29 (73%) 19 (73%) 53 (46%) 101 (56%)

Content
Source

TikTok 40 (100%) 26 (100%) 58 (50%) 124 (69%)
Other socials 3 (8%) 1 (4%) 27 (23%) 31 (17%)
News 2 (5%) 0 16 (14%) 18 (10%)
Other/unclear 1 (3%) 2 (8%) 36 (31%) 39 (22%)

Total 40 26 115 181

Table 8: Embedded Content in Discourse Videos – Embedded
content found in 181 stitches, duets, and original videos in our discourse
dataset. Percentages are per-column, e.g., 25% of the stitches are stitches of
sharenting videos. Many videos contain multiple types of embedded content.
In the rightmost column, darker cell colors show where the frequencies are
highest.

8 APPENDIX
8.1 Supplementary Figures
Table 8 gives an overview of the types of content embedded within
discourse videos.
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